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The earth had long awaited the coming of the King,
When the humble Bethlehem shepherds did hear the angels sing;
They viewed with awe and glad surprise the shining angel throng,
And listened to the wondrous strain of that triumphant song;
Sang "peace on earth", for then as now the world had need of peace,
"Good-will to men—how blest that song which never more shall cease;
Glory to God uho reigns on high where angels now behold
A King uncrowned but who at length will wear a crdwn of gold;
The shepherds there thai treasure found within a stable rude,
Adored by them, as well as by that glorious
multitude.
Those lowly men did there behold a King as poor as they,
Like them could rest and find repose upon a bed of hay;
That place became the center of all men's cherished dreams,
The light of all the ages there sheds it's radiant beams;
Though now to earth no glory the new-born monarch brings,
Yet hosts of heaven and men redeemed shall crown Him King of
The wise men heard in lands afar of Him whom God did choose,
Came from the east to worship Him—the sovereign, of the Jews.

kings;

These men of God—as priests and kings—perchance of Abraham's line,
Were guided by His chosen Star—their heaven-appointed
sign;
Their goal the city of the kings, that place so long renowned,
But Bethlehem, that town despised, was where their quest was found;
Their gifts of gold and spices rare were fitting for a King,
They worship Him on bended knee and honor to Him bring;
What joy felt then that mother's soul, as honored thus her Son,
But joy gave tray to sorrow—for sorrow soon begun;
Now they must, flee to Egypt to escape the wrath of man,
"A sword shall pierce thy very soul"—that piercing soon began,
That road they travelled in reverse, which Israel trod before,
And knew they then the cloudy pillar and manna as of yore?
W liatever did betide them as the journey long they trod,
They had the. blest assurance of their loving Father—God.
Jerusalem wes troubled too—Her troubles ne'er shall cease,
Till she shall welcome home again the conquering Prince of peace;
Herod would slay the infant King—the Jews would slay the Man,
They nailed Him to the Roman cross—rejected heaven s plan;
They'd keep His body in the tomb but all their plans wete foiled,
He rose «j victor o'er the grave—the power of death recoiled;
His rising was sustaining proof, infallible and sure,
And throughout all eternity His kingdom shall endure.
And if to this blest Christmastime our lives He shall prolong,
May we praise Him as angels did in strains of sacred song;
If in our hearts the love of God has found a dwelling-place,
We'll praise His name with holy fear who saved us by His grace;
Men waited for the promised King and long their hearts did burn,
They're waiting now, have waited long, His glorious return;
And when He comes with angel throngs and hosts of men shall sing,
And tlie Redeemed from every clime adore Him as their King.
—David

Mohler.

It is fire that prevails. For fifty days
the facts of the gospel were complete, but
no conversions were reported. Pentecost
registered three thousand souls.
It is the cause which sets men ablaze
which wins converts. Gladstone's fiery
passion routed Parliaments and slew the
giants of oppression. Wesley. Whitefield
and General Booth wrought wonders by
the fire kindled of the Holy Ghost. Men
ablaze are invincible.
Hell trembles when men kindle. Sin,
worldliness, unbelief, hell are proof against everything but fire. The church is
powerless without the fire of the Holy
Ghost. Destitute of fire, nothing else
counts; possessing fire, nothing else really
matters. The one vital need is fire.
How we may receive it, where we may
find it, by what means we may retain it,
. are the most vital, and urgent questions of
our time. One thing we know, it comes
only with the presence of the Spirit of
God, Himself the Spirit of fire. God alone
can send the fire. It is His pentecostal
gift.—Chadwick.
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Make Christmas Real
Fannie E. Davidson
*
He came, He lived, He died, He rose,
Ascended back on high,
That He might sinful man redeem,
Their longings satisfy.

WHEN GOD INTERPOSES
Robert
Revivals are now becoming a national
contagion. Certain critics are trying to
find a reason. One noted clergyman credits
this movement to "fear on the part of the
people, as they face the necessity of living
and dying in this atomic age" What
could be more natural than that a sense
of futility, insecurity and dependence
should drive people to God?
Still another noted minister critically remarks that "this demonstration is a result
of an emotional appeal by men who are
expert at mob psychology!" Again, I ask
why Christianity should neglect the emotions when they are at the very seat of life
and their importance is being recognized
and emphasized by the movies, national
athletics and every going enterprise within the nation? Why turn over so important an area in human behavior and destiny to non-Christian forces and often to
anti-Christian movements, while Christianity ices up and goes into a kind of intellectual refrigeration program?
Whatever may be the reason far this
sweep of interest in mass evangelism, and
this gathering of the people as never before in the history of this nation, the fact
is certain'that God is blessing it, owning it
and crowning it with victory unsurpassed
within the century. Thousands are accepting Jesus Christ. Tens of thousands are
renewing their covenants and turning back
to the Christ whom they have neglected.
There is a sense in which it is an unexplained phenomenon. Up to the present,
God seems to be using young men, mostly
in their thirties, who have had little actual
training for such .work. However, their
preaching is along the same lines and with
the same unction that characterized Billy
Sunday. Moody, Finney, San Jones and
the great evangelists of all times.

Schuler
They are firebrands. They preach with
an abandon known only to the prophets.
They are usually free from denominational bias and have little interest in anything
except reaching souls and bringing men
and women to Jesus Christ.
This revival-tide that is now recognized
in America has come at an hour of grave
peril and great need.
Never has the
nation needed such a revival as it needs it
now. Not only does Communism bid for
world power, but it brings as its twin
champion, atheism. Immorality of every
kind and character eats like a canker in
the soul of our nation.
Liquor is literally killing men's bodies,
their characters and their eternal souls,
doing damage that no warlord on earth
could do. Nicotine endangers the unborn.
We have become a nation of gamblers.
Even the so-called church of Jesus Christ
is full of petty gambling, social drinking
and vice of every sort. Apostasy is a
greater threat than chemical warfare. If
we are not saved by a great spiritul wakening, we are possibly seeing the last of cur
civilization.
Men who know the march of humanity
over the troubled centuries will recognize
this rising tide of revival power. Thus it
has ever been. When men have failed,
when nations totter, when civilization
dwarfs and aborts, when immorality and
vice sweep the earth, then the God of ages
interposes. And He always does it in His
own way.
Men's explanations, men's oppositions,
men's open antagonism are like the dew
before the burning sun. So, let those who
love our Lord lift up their heads. Our
God is having His way again!
—Selected.
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At Christmas time His praise we sing,
For grace outpoured and free,
Such love as this no man has known,
But 'tis for you and me.

and

supporters

Best
of

But this glad day is meaningless,
If we have not received,
This Holy Child within our hearts,
And on His name believed.
Without His blood upon the heart,
And w^e are born again,
We cannot enter heaven s gates,
Prepared for blood-bought man.
So let us then accept this Babe,
And crown Him Saviour, King,
When comes again His natal day,
We then His praise can sing.

Upland, Calif.

What Others Have Said
When you have nothing left but God,
then for the first time you become aware
that God is enough.—Maude Royden.
Give your life to God. He can do more
with it than you can!—Dwight L. Moody.
-:s*
«•
All the world is hut an orphanage so
long as its children know not God as their
Father.—Martin Luther.
•
*
*
To be seventy years young is sometimes
far more cheerful and hopeful than to be
forty years old.—Oliver Wendell Holmes.
If I were to try to read—much less to
answer all the attacks made on me. this
shop might as well be closed for any other
business.—Abraham Lincoln.
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The gift
that keeps on giving
John E. Lebo
HE ART OF GIVING of gifts dates back to
the beginning of Genesis. In Heb. 1 1 :
4, referring to Abel's offering, we read
"God testifying
of his gifts." Outstanding Bible characters who gave gifts
are, Abraham, Jehoshaphat, Ahasuerus,
Solomon, Queen of Sheba, the Disciples,
Barnabas and many others. That this
worthy practice of giving of gifts will continue throughout the Day of Grace and
will extend into the Great Tribulation is
quite evident, since in Rev. 11:10, we read
"And shall send gifts one to another".

T

The monetary value of some of the later gifts which, we who are older, recall,
runs into millions of dollars. The Carnegies, Vanderbilts, Astors, Rockefellers,
Roosevelts. Fords and others are .recorded
on the pages of history as notable and
worthy philanthropists. Christmastime is
outstanding for the giving and exchanging of'gifts. With many the motive is
commendable and worthy of praise. It is
sad, however, that in many instances commercialism is crowding out the real Christmas spirit and the Christ spirit of giving,
hoping for nothing in return, is lost.
The millions of season's greetings, well
wishes, and giving of gifts this time of the
year is such a happy and joyous time that
we wonder why it cannot continue
throughout the whole year. With many of
these gifts their usefulness is short-lived,
some soon forgotten, worn out and discarded. But not so with the Gift that keeps
on giving. Let us notice just a few of the
many scriptural facts about this great
Gift. Isa. 7:14, "Behold a virgin shall
conceive and bear a Son, and shall call
his name Immanuel." (which means God
with us) Luke 2:10,11. "Behold I bring
you good tidings of great joy, which shall
be to all people. For unto you is born
this day in the City of David a Saviour,
which is Christ the Lord". Matt. 1:21,
"And thou shalt call his name JESUS: for
he shall save his people from their sins".
St. John 3:16). "For whosoever believeth
in him should not perish, but have everlasting life". Associating the "unsearchable riches of Christ," with his "unlimited
resources," we have an "inexhaustible supply", which fully assures us that in Christ
we have a gift that keeps on giving.
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The preciousness of this is that "He
gave Himself" a ransom for all. He gave
his service. "He came not to be ministered unto, but to minister". He gave his
life. "My Father loveth me because I lay
down my life". Considering the value of
one soul, one of the greatest gifts that was
ever given, that keeps on giving, is the
gift of Salvation. Bible salvation through
J|;sus Christ our Saviour and Lord gives us
a new heart, a new spirit,, and having the
mind of Christ, the body can walk in newness of life. The gift of Salvation not only
delivers from the penalty of sin, but also
from the power of darkness and hath
translated us into the kingdom of his dear
Son". This deliverance is past, present
and future. II Cor. 1:10, "Who delivered
us from so great a death, and doth deliver:
in whom we trust that he will yet deliver
us". Also I Thess. 1:10, "Who delivered
us from the wrath to come".
• Closely associated with the gift of Salvation, is the gift of Eternal Life. St.
John 10:28, "And I give unto them eternal life". St. John 17:3. "And this is
life eternal that they might know thee the
only true God and Jesus Christ whom thou
hast sent". I John 5:11,12 "And this is
the record that God gave to us eternal life,
and this life is in his Son. He that hath
the Son hath life; and he that hath not the

Son of God hath not life". May we say:—
Eternal Life
vs.
Salvation
A condition of heart vs. A state of life.
To know God vs. To make God known.
A storing in
vs.
A working out.
The sum total of this matter seems to
be—no one has the right to claim eternal
life unless they have received Jesus Christ
as Saviour and Lord and continually abide
in him, as Jesus said "Ye in me and I in
you". Then, and then only can the gift
of eternal life be imputed and imparted
unto the believer, and he may well claim
the four,—
never
never
never
never

perish
hunger
thirst
die.

Another valuable gift that keeps on giving is the Gift of Light. Jas. 1:17, "Every
good gift and every perfect gift cometh
down from the Father of Lights", (the creator, originator of light). "God is light
and in him is no darkness at all". There
are three created lights. "God made the
greater light (sun) to rule the day, and he
made the lesser light (moon) to rule the
night". "He made the stars also". There
are three ordained or designated lights,
The Word. The Christ and The Christian.
"The entrance of thy word giveth light."
"Thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a
light unto my path". Jesus said "I am
the light of the world". He also said, "Ye
are the light of the world". Light, the
source and illumination of divine revelation. Therefore the Christian who walks
in the light and has on the armour of light,
has a consciousness of security during his
life time, because light is greater than
darkness, and even though darkness cannot be banished from the earth during this
age, it after all can be surrounded by
light. So then, "if we walk in the light
there is none occasion of stumbling in
us". How long will this gift of light last?
It is to be noted that the "Light of the
world" will out shine and out last the sun
and the moon. In Rev. 21:23, we read
"And the City had no need of the sun,
neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the
glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb
is the light thereof.
Another, and one of the most cherished
gifts that keeps on giving is the Gift of
the Holy Spirit. St. John 16:7, "Nevertheless I tell you the truth; it is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not
away, the Comforter will not come unto
you; but if I depart, I will send him unto
you". "That he may abide with you forever". The office work of the Holy Spirit
is numerous. Let us consider seven of
them. 1. "Reproves (convicts) the world
of sin, of righteousness and of judgment".
2. Invites "The Spirit and the Bride say
(Continued on page

fifteen)
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From the preacher's notebook
VEN TO write these two words together
doesn't sound harmonious with the principles of Him who "gave Himself" thereon
that we might be "good soldiers" in the
"good fight of faith." It was in an atmosphere breathed upon men by Mars, the Roman God of War, that this figure was given
to the young preacher Timothy by the stalwart Soldier of the Cross, Paul, the Messenger of the Mystery, "which is Christ in
you the hope of Glory."

E

"Hope", "glory", words that are fast
disappearing from the vocabulary of
young men faced with the "gory," in glorious spector looming large on the Eastern
horizon of the same god, whose hot breath
scorched the sons of men, when Paul used
the above figure and words. Then it was
the preaching of the Cross which placed
solid foundations under the feet of men
and created a society within a society
which possessed confidence, assurance,
certainty, peace, courage t steadfastness;
these followers of the Cross, "loved not
their lives even unto death." They were
willing to "hazard their lives for the Gospel," even though it meant to live in
jeopardy every hour. They were soldiers
of the kingdom of Christ, their Captain,
in the truest sense.
We are preaching a cross today but is it
the same Gross which was preached then—
that revealed the "mystery" of inner steadfastness—the presence of the Christ dwelling within; which giveth "power over all
the power of the enemy," or is it a velvet
cross—an easier way—more pleasing to
the flesh; less exacting and separating;
making the "come out from among them"
less distinctive, and the "be not conformed" less distinguishable before a distraught
world?
Discipline and Discipleship—
It could be said of the hero of the Cross
in Paul's day,, more truly than of Edward
Wilson, successful Antarctic Explorer:
"The secret of his influence lay in a selfdiscipline that was as habitual, as most
men's habits are, an inner culture of mind
and heart and will that gave his life a
poise, so that he could not be untrue either
to himself or his fellow men." He did it
to achieve a goal and to inspire his men to
do likewise. The Captain of our Salvation lived one lifelong renunciation and
self-chosen martyrdom, to achieve an end
and inspire others to do likewise. "For
it became Him, for whom are all things,
and by whom are all things, in bringing
many" sons into glory to make the Captain
of their Salvation perfect through sufferings. His was no velvet cross. To His
followers He says, "Take up My Cross."

A
velvet
cross?
C. Ray Heisey
It is not to be wondered at that the supreme symbol for New Testament discipleship is that of good soldiery. It is a figure
well understood in that day and fast becoming familiar to this day. Those who
would lead men to higher ideals then,
spoke in terms perfectly understandable to
those to whom they spoke, hence the
military terms. Paul speaks of running,
racing, wrestling, soldiering, fighting not
because he desired to endorse these activities but that men would understand the way
of the Cross. As men did for an "earthly
crown", so much the more should men
exercise discipline lest they forfeit the
"crown of glory." To him, life is continually a conflict, a contest, a struggle. He
preached no velvet Cross.
To many, "grace'' means "get off easy."
But "the day of the grace of God that
brings for us the discipline of renunciation . . ." (Titus 2:11,12 Wray) is not
esteemed. To be "strong in the grace that
is in Christ Jesus," says Paul, the warrior,
from his prison, is "to endure hardness as
a good soldier." When he would sting
Timothy, the timid, and challenge him to
"stir the gift of God within him", he said,
"For God gave us not a spirit of fearfulness: but of power and love and discipline
(Trs. II Tim. 1:7)"
Someone has said, "Discipline—what an
awful word! To this generation the very
thought of it is like the sting of cold rain
in the face." But true Christian discipline
must be rescued from every false fear.
While true discipline will never be easy
on the flesh—"no man hath a velvet cross"
—its main thought is to render us fit for
a hard fight,, to produce self-control, to
stiffen our renewed wills, that they may
act according to Divine Principle.
True
discipline enables us to choose the hard
thing if only it will make us a better
soldier for Christ.
"The abstinence of the Greek athlete
related not only to criminal enjoyment but
also to gratifications in themselves lawful;
so the Christian's self-denial should bear,
not only on guilty pleasure, but on every

habit, on every enjoyment which, without
being vicious, may involve a loss of time
or a dimunition of moral force."
Xhe emblem of our King is not a "velvet
cross". Hear Him calling: "Except a man
forsake . . . and take up My Cross . . . he
cannot be . . . " The time is ripe. It is
"high time to arise"; the battle is intense;
the foe knows no laxity and observes no
vacations. The cause demands greatest
effort, utmost unselfishness, most infinite
pains, capacity for self-sacrifice for His
sake. Self-preservation is the law of selfdestruction. "Whosoever shall seek to
save His life shall lose it!"
"According to His Good Pleasure"
"What dupes we are of our own desires!
Destiny has two ways of crushing us—by
refusing our wishes and by fulfilling ,
them: but He who wills what God wills
escapes both catastrophes. All things work
together for his good."
Men say today, "Let me do as I please",
and in so doing, displease themselves, their
fellowmen and God. The Scriptures say,
"Delight thyself in the Lord and He shall
give thee the desires of thine heart." Discipline our wills until they are in full harmony and understanding with His will and
glory shines from His cross. To him who
comes to that place where he can sing,
0 I delight in His command,
Love to be led by His dear hand;
His divine will is sweet to me,
•For I remember Calvary."
—to him, I say, there opens an entrance
into a pathway of "fulness of joy" and
"pleasures evermore." At the entrance to
this pathway stands the cruel tree transformed into the Glorious Cross "towering
o'er the wrecks of time."
A Lesson From History—(Condensed
from
The Methodist
Challenge)
Wesley led his followers into a life of
sacrifice and surrender. He disciplined
them. He asked for the same discipline
which Peter prescribed in his first Epistle,
chapter three, and which Paul urged that
Timothy preach in his first letter to him,
chapter two. He demanded that they separate themselves entirely from their worldly
surroundings and live above the worldly
through which they moved. He even ex-'
(Continued on page fifteen)
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Holiness
in the
home

Eli Hostetler,

Jr.

(Topic given at the Northern Ohio Bible
Conference on Oct. 8, 1950)

H E TOPIC assigned me naturally implies
that I am to speak on "holiness" as it
applies to living it at home. I believe
that the great need to-day is not a big
profession away from home but to live
the life at home. I would not minimize
the importance of living holiness in public life but I also realize that some people are one thing away from home and another type of individual at home.

T

I believe that in the home is the real
test and evidence as to whether or not we
possess the state of grace that we call holiness. Home is where we are most intimately known. Home is a place where one
can't be two-faced about religious things
for the other members of the family have
a fair and accurate estimation as to one's
spiritual standing. A man might get up
and give a seemingly victorious testimony
at church but if his life doesn't bear it out
at home, his testimony sounds like a cracked bell to his wife and he is not pulling
the wool over his children's eyes. I was
in a meeting just recently where there was
present a young man who prayed the loudest and when the saints were being blessed,
he was on his feet and shouting too. Being seated close to him I noticed that
when the altar call was given, his wife
laid her hand on his arm and said, "Why
don't you go up and pray thru? You
know you have a need." Let me emphasize again the fact that in the home is the
real test of holiness.
True holiness will bear its fruit in the
home. And in this connection I am suggesting five things which I believe are the
fruit of holiness in the home.
Love Predominates And Saturates
Home Life

V I S I T O R

the

How beautiful is the home when kindness and tenderness is the rule! The
tenderness that was manifested during
courtship and the kindness that was displayed during the early weeks of married
life. Too often the deadly serpent of unkind words and anger raises his ugly head.
Speaking of anger—did you know that
every time you have one of your angry
spells you are hurting your body physically? Scientists have discovered that bad
emotions have a harmful effect upon the
body. Getting mad, as we call it, is taking

poison into the system. It quickens the
circulation, intensifies the heat of the body,
poisons the gastric juice, and often is the
cause of indigestion, from which many
other ailments may appear. It has been
known to cause Bright's disease. The blood
of one man in a fit of anger was examined
and found to contain thirty-two ingredients
of poison. We are told if a man in a fit
of anger breathes into a glass tube, a deposit of brownish color will appear on the
glass. And that if this is scraped off and
given to a guinea pig, it will kill the pig.
An uncontrolled temper has turned
many a home into a real hell on earth.
But if we are living in a state of grace
called holiness, love will saturate the home
life.
Spiritual

Fellowship

Perhaps the thing that tops the list in
this connection is the family altar, that
time of fellowship which welds the family
together spritually. I don't need to mention the merits of the family altar because
we all realize them. But let me say this:
Unfortunate are the children who haven't
been reared around a family altar, who
have never heard their parents pray for
them, and who don't regard their parents
as being examples of true spirituality.
This fellowship in spiritual things is
not lmited to the hour of family worship
only. I cannot conceive of a husband and
wife dwelling together in holiness but
what there will be many refreshing seasons of spiritual fellowship other than at
the regular prayer time.
Sympathatic

Understanding

of Each Other

I believe that the doorway of entrance
the devil uses most often to break the
harmony in the home is taking advantage

December 11, 1950
of physical weariness. I know there is
the danger of excusing carnal spells by
saying that we were tired and our nerves
on edge, but there is some element of
truth in it. We have recorded in the Bible
the life of Elijah, a man of great spiritual power. Almost immediately after the
greatest victory of his life-time we find
Elijah in the wilderness and very discouraged. I believe that at least half of his
trouble was simply that he was physically
exhausted. Why? Because God gave him
two long naps and two square meals as
the first thing to get him over his spell.
We don't need to have Elijah's experience, but beware lest Satan makes an inroad into your family circle when you are
physically weary and thereby break the
harmony of the home. Sympathetic understanding is needed.
We need to keep humble enough to confess our mistakes and faults to each other
and be willing to go more than half way
to keep harmony in the home. But I believe that this kind of sympathy and
understanding is a part of the fruit of
holiness in the home.
Each Member of The Family
Rightful Place

Keeps

His

I realize that at this point there is room
for much discussion because of the many
things which are to be considered in applying it to our own circumstances. But let
me draw your attention to a few basic
principles taught in the Word of God in
this connection.
Turn with me to I Peter 3:1-6 where
we have outlined the wife's place in the
home. There are two requirements here
mentioned. First, "be in subjection to your
own husbands". The wise man says, "It
is better to dwell in the wilderness than
with a contentious woman". (Proverbs 2 1 :
19). Second, you wives are enjoined to
ornament yourselves (v.4) so that you will
be attractive and beautiful to your husband and to God. You are told to ornament yourselves with a priceless diamond
called meekness and a beautiful pearl
called quietness. And let me say something else on this matter. The women
who adorn the outward by the plaiting of
the hair, and by wearing of gold, and of
putting on of apparel (v. 3) will actually
envy your radiance and attractiveness.
In the 7th. verse of I Peter 3 we find a
message to husbands. Husbands are admonished to be considerate of their wives
"that your prayers be not hindered". I
am convinced that many a prayer is hindered because of the lack of consideration
on the part of the husband. This may fall
in the category of "beastliness". Many
men fail to distinguish that there is a vast
difference between love and lust. Or it
(Continued on page sixteen)
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Thoughts on the Cross

From "The Divine Conquest'' by A. W.
Tozer.. .
The old cross slew men; the new cross
entertains them. The old cross condemned;
the new cross amuses. The old cross destroyed confidence in the flesh; the new
cross encourages it. The old cross brought
tears and blood; the new cross brings
laughter. The flesh, smiling and confident,
preaches and sings about the cross; before
that cross it bows and toward that cross it
points with carefully staged histronics—
but upon that cross it will not die, and
the reproach of that cross it stubbornly
refuses to bear.
The Gospel has been proclaimed as a
"gift" but not as a "shift". The center of
life must be shifted from self to Christ in
the acceptance of the gift of salvation. By
urging men to accept the gift without a
corresponding shift, in which the life is
radically altered, a spurious and counterfeit Christianity has resulted. We have substituted theological ideas for an arresting
encounter; we are full of religious notions,
but our greatest weakness is that for our
hearts, there is no one there.
—The Alliance

Weekly.

Call for Evangelism
Youth for Christ International has issued this manifesto to all groups everywhere ;
"We are living in a crucial and challenging hour of the world's history. The paramount need of this hour is a revival in the
body of Christ throughout the world in
order that we may complete our God-given
task of world evangelization. We realize
our responsibility as believers to function
effectively for Christ in this day of opportunity. We make the following suggestions:
1. Give yourselves to prayer as never
before for revival around the world. Make
New Years Day a day of prayer for a revival.
2. Emphasize
evangelism
in every
gathering.
3. Honor the Holy Ghost, depend on
Him, receive the infilling of the Spirit by
surrender and faith, and accept His leadership.
4. Make tracts and printed leaflets, especially of the Scriptures and distribute
them in every language to every people.
5. Read and live in the Book ofActs.
The Youth for Christ has taken on a new
key-note. It is REVIVAL. God is giving
amazing revivals around 'the world
through' their efforts.
—

1 «>»

i

"Inward beauty is bound to write itself
on the outward life, in deed, in disposition,
and in character." .*,..

PAST.

FUTURE.

SIGNIFICANCE
OP H I S T O R Y

FORETOLD

PRESENT.
iNS OF THE TIMES EXPLAIN

Aglory gilds the sacred page, It gives a light to every age.
Majesticlike the sun;" It #ves.but borrows none."

What

is right

in the

church?

P. J. Wiebe
Many people are ready to criticize the
Church, saying that there are so many
hypocrites in it. There are some people
in the Church who do not live up to the
standard of God's Word. However, there
are many things in the Church that are
right. In this article let us consider a few
of them.
In Hebrews 5:9 the apostle says that
Jesus became the Author of eternal salvaton. He also is the Founder of the
Church. Matt. 16:18. All
right-minded
persons will agree that the founder of the
Church and the Author of eternal salvation is right. God gave Him the testimony
that He was well pleased with Him. Matt.
3:17. John the Baptist called attention to
Him as the Lamb of God that taketh away
the sin of the world. The Roman governor declared, "I find no fault in Him."
The doctrine that He brought into the
world is right. And we can all know this
doctrine. "If any man will to do His will,
he shall know of the doctrine" John 7:17.
I am sure no one would have the audacity
to say that Christ's doctrine was not right.
Then the salvation that Christ brought
into the world is not only right, it is wonderful. In Hebrews 2:3 the apostle calls
it a great salvation. It is great because
its author is great and because of what it
does. It will take the vilest sinner and
make a saint out of him. It takes away the
desire for sin and gives us a desire to do
His will. Truly, such a salvation is a
wonderful salvation.
God has given a Book of Instruction to
His Church and it is right. No Christian
would want to say that the Bible was not

right. Higher critics and infidels may say
it is wrong, but it has stood the test of
nearly 2, 000 years and still it is right. Its
prophecies have come true, its promises
are sure, I Kings 8:56. obedience to its
teaching insures eternal salvation.
The invitation that Jesus, the Spirit and
the Church give out is right. Jesus said,
"Come unto me all ye that labor and are
heavy laden, and I will giveyourest".Matt.
11-28. The Spirit and the Bride (the
Church) say come. Rev. 22:17. Let us
remember it is the business of the Church
to invite sinners to come to Christ. To tell
them it is possible to be saved from our
sins and to get an inheritance among them
who are sanctified. Let us not allow the
enemy to deceive us by getting us to do
something that God has not commanded.
Our business is to invite sinners, and this
invitation is right.
The Bible mentions a number of people
who were right in the sight of God—Noah, •
Abraham. Job, David, Daniel and many
others. If in Bible times there were those
that were right,, certainly there are some
people to-day who are right with God. And
if you are so unfortunate that you know no
human being who is right with God, you
can look to Jesus. He is without sin.
Finally in the Day of Judgment we will
all admit that the Judge of all the earth
has done right. Abraham asks the question, "Shall not the Judge of all the earth
do r i g h t ? " Gen. 18:25. Therefore, let us
allow Him to judge us now, for certainly
His judgment will be right. Let us look
at the things in the Church that are right,
and forget the wrong.
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DIRECTORY

SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

Permanent C h n r c r J e g ^
Messiah Rescue and Benevown«
• % S S S f . f t f f i t t K f c f c Secretary
Africa
Institutions
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H.

H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
E. V. Publishing House, Nappanee, Indiana,
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. RhoEld. Erwin W. Thomas, Manager.
desia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider. Sr. F.lizabeth Engle,
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Sr. Dorothy M. Martin, Sr. Mary Brenaman,
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
and Sr. Lula Asper.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Mtshabesi Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S.
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
R. Hall, Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann. Sr.
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Beth L. Winger, Eld. and Sr. Bert Winger,
Messiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa. Sr.
Sr. Mabel Frey, Sr. Rhoda Lenhert, Sr.
Mazie Seese, Matron.
Fanny Longeneeker.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Wanezi
Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth SchradAfrica, Eld. and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga, Eld.
ley.
and Sr. Chester Wlngert, Sr. Anna R. Engle,
Ontario Bible School, Fort Erie, North, Onl
Sr. Florence Hensel, and Sr. Anna WolgeBishop Edward Gilmore, President.
muth.
The Christian Light Press
Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
The merchandising department of Brethren
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr.
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt, Sr. Verda
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Moyer, and Sr. Annie Winger.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Blkalonga Mission, Chcma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Grayblll, and Sr.
Upland College, Upland, California.
Edna Lehman.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.

Detroit (God's Love Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit 26, Michigan; Residence—3986 Humboldt, Detroit 8; Telephone — Tyler 6-1470;
Harry Hock, Supt., Catherine Hock, Ethel
Helsey, Ruth Deihl.
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 1176
Bailey St. Harrisburg. Pa.; Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel and Palthe Carlson,
Elizabeth Kanode, Grace Robb, and Beulah
Lyons.
Masslllon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118
South Ave., S.E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone
—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler, Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler,
Doris Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
Orlando Mission: Pastor Ernest and Kathryn
Boyer, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Florida.
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
William and Anna Rosenberry, Anita Breehbill, E r m a Hoke.
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3. Calif.: Residence
—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Calif.; Telephone — UNderhill 1-4820; Edith Davidson,
Janna Goins, Edith Toder.
Stogre Mission: 527 Glasglow St., Stowe, Pa.;
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Cletus and
Kathryn Naylor.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bossert, Pastor; Pauline Hess, Rhoda Lehman.

BADIO BBOADCASTS
1600 Kcs.
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
"Call to Worship Hour"
9:00-9:30 A.M.
Each Sunday
1380 Kcs.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each
Sunday
2:00—2:30
P.
M.
Missionaries on Furlough
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich.
1260 Kcs.
Sr. Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Avenue, UpFirst Thursday of every month
12:16-1:16 P. M.
land, California.
Treasurers of the Church Boards
Every Tuesday—transcription
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., Har3:30 P. M.-3:46 P. M.
risburg, Pa.
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Mil1610 Kcs.
Eld. and Sr. Albert Brenaman, West Milton, KOCS, Ontario, Calif.
ton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
"Morning Melodies"
Gormley, Ontario.
Ohio.
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:16 A M.
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ultjry, 1332
Sr. Naomi Lady, Grantham, Pa.
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
iuacn
ounuaj Tide Hour"
"The Gospel
Treas.: Wm. Charlton, Stevensville, Ontario.
WCHA,
Each Chambersburg,
Sunday
Pa.
7:30—8:00 A M
HOME MISSIONS
Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
800 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Pa., R, R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward GilEach Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M. 1110 Kcs.
BUBAL MISSIONS
more, Lowbanks, Ontario.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Board fox Schools and Colleges: John M. Book, Allisonia. Virginia (Parris Mines) Paul and
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
Ruth
Wolgemuth.
Ida
Lue
Hane,
Sylvatus,
WLBR,
Lebanon, Pa.
1270 Kcs.
247 Euclid Place, Upland, California.
Virginia.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, NapEach
Saturday
12:35—1:00
P. M
Bloomfield, New Mexico (Brethren in Christ
panee, Indiana.
Navajo Mission), c.o. Blanco Trading Post. WKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana
1380 Kcs.
Sunday School Board: C. VV. Boyer, 2223 N.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Isaac and Nina Schmucker, Rosa Eyster,
Each Sunday
8:00—8:30 AM.
Main St., Dayton 6, Ohio.
Dorothy Charles, Samuel and Lucy EnsFree Literature and Tract Department: Ray
WAND,
Canton, Ohio
900 Kcs.
minger.
Zercher, Nappanee, Indiana.
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Pearl Jones.
Each
Sunday
12:30-1:00
P.M.
Young People's Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1, Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission),
WPFB,
Middletown,
Ohio
910
Kcs.
Marietta, Pa.; George C. Shelter, Stayner,
Box 259A, R. D. 2, Telephone Hollidaysburg
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Ont., Canadian Treas.
51319; Paul and Esther George.
Each
Sunday
8:00
8:80
A.
M.
Belief and Service Committee: John H. HoffKentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
WBUX, Quakertown, Pa.
1570 Kcs.
man, May town, Pa.
Pairview Station. Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
"Sunday Bible Hour"
Dohner, Esther Ebersole.
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00 P.M.
Sec'y., 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Garlin, Ky.: Eli and R u t h Christener, Eliz- WLXW. Carlisle, Pa.
1380 Kca.
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Cyrus
abeth Hess, Nurse.
"The Verse for the Day"
Each Sunday
8:05-8:20 A. M.
G. Lutz, Secretary, Lancaster, R. 6, Pa.
Knifley, Ky.: Edgar Giles, Pastor, Katie
Rosenberger, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) Saskatchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Special Notice
Brechbill, Docia Calhoun.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, Canada; Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Myrtle
Steckley, Ruth Steckley, Anna Henry.
We believe there are many friends of
India
Frogmoxe: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor.
missions who will react to the following
Houghton Center: Basil Long.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O and T p a r i e s
announcement with prayers or gifts or
galpur Distrtct Indm. E l d e r s ^ ^
City Missions
To(JeI,
IShirley W ? .

Sr. Erma Hare.

- B r & r ^ ^ ^ - ^ S t e c k l e y :
Elder and Sr. Arthur 1 ye.
. . PT3^ n
MurlBarjora .Mission:
T i rTirbeniganj,
h r a i B J . via
Dl8trict.
inula?' S i d e b a n d Br. William Hoke, Sr.
Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House M o n g e r ,
^•sr^Geo^ffiu^lV-W

Rohre,

Buckwalter.
, . „ , , D ' « Dick, Mount Hermon
" S t a t e * . . North ^ P o s t Office, Darjeelin*
India.

Albuguergue Mission: Residence—441 LaVega
Road, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Paul and
Barbarr. Wingerd.
Altoona Mission: 613 Fourth Avenue, Altoona, Pa. Residence — 412 Third Street,
Altoona, Pa. Graybill and Ethel Brubaker.
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St.. Buffalo 13, N.
Y.: Telephone—GRant 7706: Harry and Katie
Buckwalter, Anne Wyld, Viola Miller.
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halsted Street, Chicago
21, Illinois; Telephone—Wentworth 6-7122.
Carl J. Carlson, Pastor, Avas Carlson, Alice
Albright, Sara Brubaker, Frances Wolfe.
^ ^ O h i o ;
D a y t o n Mission: M l J a g o r S t
feyn°&*!i.

MarfBrUt6

both.
At the time the vouchers for the fourth
quarter's allowances and other expenses
of our Home Mission Work were issued,
the treasury lacked about $3500.00 in
available funds to meet the need.
We believe God will make a way for
our workers to continue in the work.
PRAY about this and God will answer.
Home Mission Board
Albert H. Engle, Sec'y
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Weddings
BERGEY-WENGER — On Saturday afternoon September 30, at 2:00 o'clock, Miss Sarah
Wenger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. N.
Wenger, Chambersburg, Pa., became the bride
of Mr. Walton Bergey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Bergey, Telford, Pa. Bishop Charlie B.
Byers performed the ceremony in the presence
of relatives and friends at the Chambersburg
Brethren in Christ church. Mr. and Mrs.
Bergey will reside in Sellersville, Pa. May
their pathway be enriched with blessings from
the Heavenly Father.
HEISEY-HEISEY — On Tuesday afternoon,
August 15, at 4:00 p.m., in the presence of the
immediate family Elder Stephen W. Heisey
and Sr. Katie M. Heisey were united in marriage in their new home at Centre Hall, Pa.,
by Bishop Henry Miller.
LA0VEB-WABD—On November 18, at 6:00
p.m., Miss Thelma J. Ward, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. K. Ward of Harrisburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr. Clair K, Lauver, son of
Elder and Sr. Harvey S. Lauver, Mifflintown,
Pa., where the wedding took place in the
presence of the immediate families, with the
father of the groom officiating. We extend to
them our best wishes and God's blessing as
they walk life's pathway together.
M C C O K N E L L - C T A L L A & H B S , — D o r o t h y Stella

Isobel Gallagher, daughter of Brother and
Sister J. D. Gallagher of Kindersley, Sask.,
and Sidney Duncan McConnell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. D. McConnell of Brock, Sask., were
united in marriage at the Clearview Church,
on October 28. Ceremony was performed by
Elder John D. Garman.
PALMER-HUNT — On Friday •evening, November 17, at 8:00 o'clock, at the Lancaster
Brethren in Christ church on Caroline Street.
Sr. Mary Hunt, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Charles Hunt of Washington Boro, arfd Bro.
Daniel Palmer, son of Herman Palmer, were
united in marriage by Elder Leroy Walters.
May the Lord bless them as they go on
through life.
WEAVER-CHAPMAN—
PRESSEY-CHAPMAN—
On Saturday, November 11, at 11:00 a.m., a
double wedding was solemnized in the Brethren in Christ church at Houghton Centre.
Sr. Ada Chapman, eldest daughter of Sr.
Hazel Chapman. Glenmeyer, Ontario, and the
late Alex Chapman, became the bride of Bro.
Vernon Herr Weaver, son of Bro. and Sr.
Willis Weaver, Mt. Joy, Pa. Bishop Edward
Gilmore officiated.
Miss Mary Chapman, youngest daughter of
Sr. Hazel Chapman, Glenmeyer, Ontario, and
the late Alex Chapman, became the bride of
Mr. Glen Wray Pressey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Pressey, Tillsonburg, Ontario. Elder
Alonzo Vanatter officiated.
May the blessing of the Lord rest upon
these young people.
WIDEMAN-SIDER—On Saturday afternoon,
August 19, at 2:00 p.m., in the auditorium of
the Ontario Bible School, Clara Lavina Sider,
only daughter of the late Brother and Sister
Peter Sider of Stevensville, Ontario, was united
in marriage to Brother Clarence Earl Wideman of Markham, Ontario. The ceremony was
performed by Elder James Sider, brother of
the bride, assisted by Bishop William Charlton. Brother and Sister Wideman are at present at Upland College preparing for Christian
work. May God's richest blessing rest upon
this young couple.

Births
BUCXWALTER—Bryan Ray came to bless
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Buckwalter of
Pottstown, Pa., on October 8.
HEISE — Evan LeRoy arrived at the home
of Arthur and Verna Heise on October 24.
HERR — Millard and Rhoda Musser Herr
were made very happy by the birth of their
first son on November 4. His name is Lowell
Emerson.
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SCHOCK—Bro. and Sr. Jacob F. Schock of
Washingston Boro, Pa., are happy to announce
the birth of a son, Richard, on October 11.
SHONK—Lois Grace arrived August 2 to
bless the home of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Shonk,
Manheim, Pa.
SIDER— On November 2, a daughter, Barbara Marie, was born into the home of Bro.
and Sr. Ray Sider of Stevensville, Ontario.
TETER — A son, Jeffry Stephen, came to
bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Roy Teter of
Millersburg, Pa., on October 12.
WINGER — On October 12, a daughter,
Charlotte Ruth, was born into the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winger of Stevensville,
Ontario.
ZOOK — Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Zook, of the
Bethel congregation, are the happy parents of
a daughter born November 27, named LaVina
Mae. A sister for the 3 boys.

What Makes Christmas?
It was not the angels' singing
Gave the Christmas
thought,
Not the precious gold and incense
By the Wise Men brought;
Not the shining star that led them
On their unknown way;
'Tims the Christ within the manger
Made our Christmas Day.
So 'tis not the tree and presents
Make our Christmas Day,
'Tis not what we get that counts,
But—what we give away.
'Tis the joy of loving service
Makes the glad hours bright,
Thinking first of obhers"' pleasures,
Self put out of sight.
We need never mourn that Christmas
Comes but once a year
Since the blessedness of giving
Brings the Christmas cheer.
If we keep the Christmas spirit
In our hearts alway,
Through the whole year we can make it
Christmas every day.
—Annie Johnson

Flint.

Obituaries
BROWN—Emma Jane Brown, widow of the
late Sherman Brown of Welland, Ontario, departed this life October 28 at the Welland
hospital, aged 65 years, 5 months, and 10
days.
She was born in Moulton township and
resided in Dunville before coming to Welland
thirty years ago. She was converted at the
Welland Mission in 1932 through a tent campaign conducted by Elder Harry Brubaker of
Mt. Joy, Pa., and has been a faithful.member
since that time. She took an active part in
the Sewing and Prayer Circle until she was
confined to her bed.
She is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
George Marr of Winger; two sisters, Mrs. A.
Lymburner and Mrs. Harry Hudson; one
brother, Lome Johnson and five grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted by Elder
Earl C. Bossert on November 1, a t 2:00 p.m.,
from Leudney Funeral Chapel. Interment took
place in the Sider cemetery at Wainfleet.
BURTCH — Mary Jane Burtch. daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Flagg, died at
the Welland hospital June 9 in her 71st year.
In 1900 she was married to Eli Winger who
died two years after their marriage. Her
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Concerning Status of Virginia
Mission
The past months have produced in the
area of the Farris Mines Mission a very
heavy financial strain due to having few
offerings coming in from the church-atlargs. In addition to the present financial
strain, there was need for another bus to
replace the worn out one. It was considered unadvisable to continue both the S y l vatus Mission Home and the running
of the bus, therefore, in the light of this
financial situation, and due to a social
development in the life of Sister Greenawalt. the Sylvatus home has been closed.
Sister Greenawalt has resigned from service under the board and Sister Ida Lu
Hane will reside at the Farris Mission
Parsonage.
We would encourage the
church to consider this field at this time in
their mission giving.
The Home Mission Board.

Evangelistic Slate
Gospel Hall, Knifley, Ky
_
Sider W. O. Winger,
Free Grace Church,
Millersburg, Pa
Dec.
Bishop E. J. Swalm,

Early 1951
Evangelist
31-Jan. 14
Evangelist

Chambersburg, Pa.
Dec. 31-Jan. 14
Bishop Charlie B. Byers, Evangelist
second husband the Elder Jesse Winger was
killed in a railroad crossing accident May 1,
1943. She and Brother Winger were pioneers
in starting the Sunday School and church at
Sherkston. Brother Winger was a minister at
Bertie. On December 2'i, 1945, she was married to the late VVeDster Burtch of wainfleet
who departed this life January 11, 1948. Since
the latter part of August, 1948, she made her
home with her niece, Mrs. Kelly Carver of
Welland.
She was a faithful member of the Brethren
in Christ Church for many years. She was a
real mother in Israel. She had no children of
her own, but helped raise the niece and
nephew that survive her; also Sylvia Nease,
wife of William Hawkins was privileged to
be under her care for several years. She was
loved by all who knew her. She has gone but
her memory and deeds of kindness live on in
many hearts.
Left to mourn their loss are a step-daughter Dora, wife of Clifford Ebersole; a nephew,
Robert V. Bailey; a niece, Mildred Bailey,
wife of Kelly Carver, two great-nephews, five
great-great-nieces and nephews, a step-grandson", and a host of friends.
F.uneral services were held at the Bertie
Church on June 13. Elder Earl Bossert, pastor
of the Welland Mission, where she was active
in the Sewing and Prayer Circle as long as
she was able, preached from the text she had
chosen, "Prepare to Meet Thy God." Assisting
in the service were Bishop William Charlton
of Stevensville and Bishop Edward Gilmore
of Wainfleet. The Henderson Sisters of Gormley, Ontario, sang her favorite hymn, "Under
His Wing" and other selections.
TETTEROLF—Mrs. Clara A. Tetterolf was
born November 23, 1875, and departed this
life at the home of her son, Bro. Raymond
Tetterolf, Halifax, August 8, after an illness
of "eight months, aged 74 years.
She is survived by three sons, Raymond H.,
Halifax; Irvin, Llewellyn, and Clayton, Phoenix
Park, Pa.; a daughter, Mrs. Raymond Moyer,
Reading; a sister, Mrs. Lizzie Hubler, Minersville; 13 grandchildren and a great-grandchild.
Funeral services were held at the Llewellyn
Brethren in Christ Mission Chapel, August 12.
Elder J. Edgar Keefer Halifax, Pa., officiating.
Interment took place in the Llewellyn cemetery.
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With the Church
Millersburg Church
The annual Rally Day Program held at
the t r e e Grace Cnurch on October 29, was
inspiring and greatly enjoyed by all present. The attendance numoered 34 above the
enrollment. The special selections rendered
by the local mixed quartet and the reading
by Sister Ruth Lenker contributed to the
success of the service. Elden J. Edgar
Keefer had charge of the lesson period and
very ably taught the lesson to the Sunday
School as a unit.
The topic: '-.Necessity of Enlarging our
Sunaay bcnool Efforts due to .Present Day
Yvorla Conditions" was discussed very commendably by Elder Avery L. Musser, ShippensDurg, ±-a. Brother Musser used as a
oasis for his remarks, the words recorded
in St. John 9:4, "The Night cometh when
no Man can Work." The following 5 points,
plus his comments, were given as an outline:
1. "The Sunday School is the greatest
Institution at the present time for Bible
study."
~
Tne lack of Bible teaching in the Homes,
and the absence of Bible Instructions in
the Public Schools, makes the expansion of
Sunday School efforts so much more imperative, especially since there are 37,000,000 youth in the United States alone who
at present do not receive any religious instructions.
2. "The Sunday School is the Solution
for Crime, and Juvenile Delinquency."
The consensus of opinion of 100 business
and professional men is, "The Sunday
School is an Indispensable Institution." A
noted Jurist said, "Hold your adolescent
in Sunday School and you will empty the
courts and fill the churches." Ninety per
cent of all the crimes are committed by
non-attendants at Sunday School.
J. Edgar Hoover, head of the F.B. I says,
"Crime is negligible among Sunday School
pupils who attend regularly."
3. "Sunday schools should put more emphasis to get children saved."
Statistics show that 75% are saved before the age of 20. There are 7 times as
many saved at age 16 than at age 26. Dr.
Benson says, "There are 20% saved during
Sunday School, 20% after Sunday School
and 60% not saved at all."
It is claimed it costs an average of 50c
to bring a child to Christ, but $10,000 to
bring an adult.
It is better to build a fence at the top of
the hill than a hospital at the bottom. ..,','
4. "Ignorance of the Bible is a seed-bed
for false teaching."
The 37,000,000 who are not receiving any
religious instruction are hot-beds for Communism and modernism, but they also can
be a field for the Seed, the Word of God.
Will we enlarge and get the Bood Seed
there first?
5. "The Time is Short."
Prophesies are being fulfilled. The look
ahead may not be as far distant as it once
was.
To expand for numbers is commendable;
to expand for spirituality and soul-winning
is more important.
Seven points in soul-winning. I. Teachers
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need clear concepts of the unsaved. 2. Leaders should make soul-winning first in Sunday School. 3j, Our; preaching, praying and
singing should: inspire soul-winning. 4. Emphasize evangelism'in Sunday School. 5.
Sunday School should cooperate with church
revivals. 6. EJiicourage
personal work. 7.
Train workers ; for Christ.
During the evenjhg service our bishop
gave us a message unto edification upon
the 3 (double) " g s " :
Get into Grace—II Peter 1:1-4.
Grow in Grace—II-Peter 1:5-7.
Grounded in ! Grace—II Peter 1:17-21.
We had a very gracious time in the Lord.
Brother Lebo.

Bethel, Kansas
God surely visited us here at Bethel during our revival which started November 9
and lasted till November 26. Bishop Henry
Schneider came filled with the Holy Spirit.
He surely has a burden for the lost.
Eighteen knelt at the altar during our
meeting. Backsliders were reclaimed and
believers were sanctified.
Thanksgiving eve was especially impressive as shouts of victory were heard. Many
also testified to being helped in their homes.
Praise the Lord for all He has done for us
here at Bethel. We surely need the prayers
of God's people.
Brother Schneider placed special emphasis upon the near return of our Lord
and that we should be ready.
May God keep us inspired to go on and
may we win many souls for Him.
—Mrs. Roy M.. Landis.
Zion, Kansas
During the month of September, Sr.
Naomi Lady spent a few weeks in the community visiting friends and relatives and
on September 10 she gave a very interesting account of some of her experiences and
the work on the mission field.
On September 13, Sisters Miriam and
Pauline Trey who spent last summer in relief work in Europe gave a report of their
work, and also showed pictures taken while
on their trip. On September 17, the County
Young People had their meeting in the
afternoon at the church. Sister Viola Stielfe
spoke of her trip to Europe this summer
and her experiences in relief work. When
we hear of conditions in some of these
countries we are made to thank God for
the blessing which we have in our country.
And on September 24, Sister Ruth Frey
who spent two years in relief work also
told of her work.
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October 5. The Dorcas Aid Society of the
Zion congregation celebrated its 35th anniversary with a Homecoming. There were
about sixty-seven present for this occasion.
This was very much enjoyed by those present as a number spoke of the early days of
this society and mention was made of the
many articles of clothing and bedding which
have been made and given out to those in
need, and to the different mission stations,
etc. It was time of renewing friendship of
former days.
We were also glad for the privilege of
having Brother and Sister Alvin Book, outgoing missionaries to Africa, in our community for a few weeks, and on October 8
they gave their farewell service. Sister
Book was raised in the Zion community.
This farewell service was very impressive
as they told of their calls to the mission
worft and of God's definite leading and
guidance in their plans for going to the
African field.
Revival meetings at Zion started on
October 15 with Elder Donald Heer from
Nappanee, Indiana, as evangelist. During
the three weeks following we had favorable
weather for the meetings and the attendance and interest were good. Each evening
Brother Heer brought an inspiring message
and heart-searching messages, and he did
not fear to preach the full Gospel. During
this time of meeting some knelt at the altar
to be saved or sanctified, and a number requested prayer who did not seek in a public •
way. We know we cannot judge results by
that which we have seen accomplished, and
we trust the Lord to water the seed sown.
We believe that those who had the privilege
of attending these meetings have been deepened spiritually and encouraged to go forward with renewed interest. We pray that
God will bless each one who has taken forward steps and that the work started will
continue. Brother Heer was much appreciated in this community and we pray that
God will continue to bless and reward his
work in the ministry.
Mrs. J. C. Hoover.
Valley Chapel, Canton, Ohio
We all enjoyed the fellowship and interesting messages of Brother and Sister
Albert Brenaman, returned missionaries
from Africa.
Our Spring Love Feast was quite well
attended May 6 and 7. Bishop Henry N.
Hostetter was our guest speaker. After the
morning message there was a reception
service for Sister Pearl Hittle who has
come to live at the Valley Chapel Memorial
Home. Baptismal service was held a little
later, July 9, at which time two were baptized, Sister Pearl and a twelve-year-old
Sunday School girl.
Some of you perhaps remember reading
the tract about an angel visiting a home in
Dark County while the parents were at a
revival meeting. How he talked to the
children and picked up the baby Pearl and1
kissed her? She was just two years old.
That happened over sixty years ago. This
is the Pearl that has come to live at the.
Home and was baptized this summer. Her.
deep devotional life is an inspiration to all,
and we were happy to have a car load^
drive up from Dark County with three of.
her sisters to witness the baptismal serv-r
ice. We appreciated so very much too the,
fact that Elder O. U. Herr and wife who,
made the first contact with this family in|
Dark County were able to be here and assist'
(Continued on page twelve)
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On The Foreign Field
Sibale Outstation
November 12, 1950
Dear Ones in the Homeland,
This finds us on a two-week trek to
thirteen of the Outstations down south west
of Gwanda. This being the last visit for
the year we are giving the examinations
to the children in school, thus our time in
the school is much longer than usual. We
find those who have done very well but
then others have done very poorly, thus
have failed. But on the whole we have been
very well pleased. We have found many of
the teachers faithful, but of course there
are always those who have not put themselves into the work, then of course it is
reflected in the pupils.
On this trip we have had various experiences with the weather. First when we left
home the atmosphere was very hot and
dry. This district down here is noted for
its dryness and heat, and we have really
experienced it too. One thing too, which
makes it worse is that there is very little
shade as most of the trees are thorn bush
and at this time of the year these are no
leaves on them. After some days we saw
clouds appearing, the wind was coming
from the right direction and various rain
signs. When the first rain came we were
at Ratanyana, and it was toward evening.
For almost an hour the rain really poured.
Water was everywhere. Our blankets were
damp, food boxes, etc., were damp too,, even
though it was rather "hard on the flesh"
we were very glad. There was also quite a
strong wind which made it worse too.
Since then we have had quite a bit of
rain and have had experiences which come
to one as you travel in the rainy season.
Various nights we have gotten awake with
the rain beginning to fall on our faces. We
have gotten stuck in the sand and mud,
waited at a river for it to go down, then
decided that we could not cross after all
for some of the bank had been washed
away, so we traveled quite a few miles
anound to get to another Outstation, thus
changing our plans. After some of the
rains, the atmosphere has gotten quite
cooler so we do not have the pressing heat
which we had had before.
We arrived here at Sibale on Saturday
afternoon. As we passed the teacher's village, Jacob Moyo, we stopped and greeted
them, asked how the children were, about
the rains which is the general subject these
days, if they had lost many cattle and how
the work in general was progressing. They
said that one of their babies, one of the
twins which is a little over a year old was
not too well. We saw it as it was on the
mother's back, but it didn't look too sick as
it responded quite nicely when I spoke to
it. Yes, they said it was better now, but
that it takes fainting spells. We went on to
the school, set up camp and had been there
for over an hour when the mother brought
the child and said that it was worse again.
Yes, I saw that it was very sick. ; I gave
some medicine to the mother to give to it
when she got home, so then she went. After
a little while we got word that the baby
had'died, even before they reached home. I
was very much surprised for it didn't appear to be that sick. We then went over to
the village. Other people came in and then
the little grave was dug near the cattle
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kraal. The baby was wrapped in a blanket
and was buried, we had a little service at
the graveside by lantern light and also the
wind was blowing quite hard and it was
sprinkling quite a bit. We got back to our
camp before 9:00 o'clock.
Jacob and his wife seem quite brave and
have committed this sorrow of theirs to
the Lord, who is their Leader and Guide.
We do ask you to pray for them, that their
faith might be strengthened through this
experience. Jacob has been Head Teacher
and Pastor at this place for some years and
he has done a good work in building up the
church spiritually.
As we continue to go on traveling from
place to place, we do ask your prayers for
ourselves, that we might be the encouragement that we should be to the Church and
Class members. We are very glad for the
contact which we have with the people and
as we hear their testimonies, our hearts are
often inspired. Do pray for them.
—Roy and Esther Mann.
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P. 0. Box 711,
Bulawayp
October 27, 1950
Dear Brother Hostetter,
I am sending herewith a short article in
reg&rd to the Wanezi Bible School building.
It gives just a few words of appreciation
to those who contributed toward ttie funds
necessary for the erection of this building.
If you see fit, we shall be glad to have it
published in the "Visitor." I am also sending a picture of the building, ith-cch we
shall be glad to have published with the
article.
Another year in the work of the Master
is drawing to a close. We held our last
baptismal-communion service for the season
last week-end at Mtshabezi Mission. There
were thirty-one baptized and two hundred
fifty participated in the communion service.
Thefe were 290 baptized during the year
on the African field, and also a number returned to Church fellowship.
We trust God is continuing to bless your
labours for Him.
With Christian
best
wishes.
Yours sincerely,
H. H. Brubaker

The new Bible School Building at Wanezi.

The Bible School Building
Several years ago the African missionaries saw the need for a school in which
boys and men could receive instruction in
Bible study, Church doctrine and Evangelism. The home church was made acquainted
with this need and soon a fund was created
for a Bible School Building. Shortly after
this fund was started the young people of
the church were interested in a project to
which they could lend their support. Among
the projects presented to them, the Bible
School Building project captured their interest and soon offerings small and large
were presented for the Bible School Building.
The Bible School was opened at Wanezi
Mission in 1948 with Brother Arthur M.
Climenhaga as principal and Sister Anna
R. Engle as teacher. However the school
building was not started until the early
part of 1949. Brother Albert Brenaman laid

the foundation work and from there I proceeded to erect the building as it appears
in the picture. It represents my first attempt at building in Africa.
The Bible School began its third year of
school in May of this year in this new
building. The building was dedicated as a
Bible School and Church building. So for
the present it is serving a dual purtpose for
us. Since the erection of the new church
has not been possible and the 20 x 30 foot
school chapel was so crowded with over 150
people we are very happy to have the use
of this new building for our services. It
made possible the first Love Feast occasion
for the Wanezi Mission on the 14 and 15
of October 1950. Over 100 members took
part in the communion service on Sunday
morning and nearly 300 were present for
the mid-day service which closed the week
of revival. Twenty-six school boys and one
other person were baptized by Bishops Brubaker and Climenhaga. We now look for-
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ward to the time when the new church can
be erected, because in a very short time
this present church will be crowded.
On. behalf of the Wanezi Bible School
staff and the Wanezi Mission staff I express
our sincere thanks to all Young People's
Societies and other individuals who had a
part in making the Bible School Building
possible. May God continue to bless you is
our prayer.
—Chester F. Wingert.

ranging from 40 to 60. Sunday evening and
Weanesaay evening we usually attend the
services at Markham.
In October a young man applied for
church membership, tie was received in
church fellowship and baptized October 8.
This brings our membership to 17. On
Thursday evening1 of each week I give a
Bible class to the young people oi this
community. The attendance and interest
are good. Last winter we studied the Life
of Christ and the Book of Acts. This winten
we are studying Genesis and the Psalms.
Pray for us that this church may continue
to be a light house and a soul-saving station.
—P. J. Wiebe.

On October 21 and 22 we had a Bible
Conference here. We called it a Revival
Clinic. We were privileged to have Bishop
Jesse F. Lady and Elder Allen G. Brubaker
with us for this Clinic. They gave us some
verjf inspiring messages. Also we were
glad to have Sister Edith Davidson, on a
leave of ten days from the San Francisco
Mission, with us for that occasion.
Brother Brubaker stayed for two weeks
of revival meetings following the Revival
Clinic. We were very happy to have him
minister to us. The presence of the Lord
was very real during the meetings and we
thank the Lord for the results which we
saw. The first week end of the meeting was
hindered by the rain and consequent flooding of the Rogue River.
Please pray for the young people here.
We have a fine group but not many of them
are saved. We are thankful for two of
them that sought the Lord during the meetings. Also several young married couples
come to Sunday School and aren't saved.
Please pray that their souls will be won
to Christ.
—Hess and Mildred Brubaker.
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(Continued from page ten)
in this service, and enjoyed the inspiration
and fellowship of Bishop and Sister W. H.
Boyer who were also along.
Our fall revival began October 9 and
continued through October 22 with Elder
Joe Carlson of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
as evangelist. We were deepened in the
things of God by the rich truths given us
and inspired to a closer walk with God. We
appreciated so much the help of Sister
Martha Sentz the last week of the meeting.
Our hearts were warmed with the response
the last Sunday morning when a special
appeal was given to the children and young
people and twelve came forward and bowed
at an altar of prayer. Will you help us
pray God may keep these young people and
children amidst the temptations of our day.
Continue to remember us in prayer.
—L. P. H.

Franklin Corners, Coleta, Illinois
Last July 30 Bishop Carl G. Stump was
with us and a special service took place.
Seven young folks were received into
church fellowship. Two of them had been
previously baptized. In the afternoon we
went to Rock Creek and here seven newly
converted young people followed their Lord
in baptism.
We had Elden Alvin Burkholder with us
in our fall revival from October 15-29. The
messages were freighted with power and
God worked in our midst. Almost every
night there were seekers at the altar. A
number professed definite help. The neighbors showed good interest by their attendance. This is much improved over past
years.
Our Love Feast was held on October
28-29 and there were forty communicants
who took part. We had a few visitors from
out of state. Brother and Sister Monroe
Crider, Brother and Sister Orville Heise
and little daughters from Dallas Center,
Iowa, were with us. Also Bishop Carl G.
Stump and Brother Ebersole and Brother
William Shirk from Indiana. Our isolated
members were also with us. There are five
of these who are not privileged to be with
us regularly.
The first week end of November we had
the pleasure of having Brother and Sister
Dean Alleman and family with us. They
have purchased a farm near the church
here and plan to move in the spring. We
are pleased to welcome them to our group.
We do miss four of our young men in
our worship at the present but they are
favored in the fact that they are in our
church schools. Two of them are at Grantham and the other two are in Oklahoma.
God is blessing the work here and we are
encouraged. We trust God is going to give
even greater victory as we labor for Him.
—Mrs. Albert E. Cober.

Vaughan Church, Maple, Ontario
Perhaps some of the readers do not
know where the Vaughan Church is located,
neither are'they acquainted with its history.
This church is located about two and onehalf miles west and two miles south of
Richmond Hill, Ontario, and eleven miles
southwest of the Markham Church. It was
built in 1888. Before that time the brethren
held their services and Love 'Feasts in the
houses. Peter Cober, the first bishop of the
Markham Church, is buried in the Vaughan
cemetery.
For many years Brother Abraham Winger
was the preacher of the Vaughan Church.
Fred Elliot lived about six miles from the
church, and he and some of the ministers
from Markham would sometimes preach at
Vaughan. Brother Winger died in 1916,
and since then the ministers from Markham have supplied the pulpit, and are still
doing so.
We came here in October, 1946, and since
that time we have done what we could to
build up the work. It is growing slowly. Redwood Country Church, Grants Pass,
The progress is encouraging. Five young Oregon
people have been taken into the chunch
This year we had our Rally Day on
and two have moved here since we came October 22. A beautiful plaque was given
into the district. With very few exceptions to the one who brought the most people to
we have Sunday School and preaching serv- the Rally Day. Also one to the person who
ice every Sunday morning. And we aim to brought the largest family, and one to the
have one Bible Conference and two revival oldest person there. This created a lot of
meetings each year. Last April Elder interest and enthusiasm, with a resulting
Joseph Vanderveer held a two-weeks meet- attendance of 64.
ing, and in October Elder Earl Sider was
We also had a contest in the Sunday
here one week in a revival effort. The at- School between the men and women to see
tendance was very good. The brethren who could bring the most visitors to Sunpreached the truth and their messages were day School. Both sides worked hard but
very much appreciated.
the women won. It had been decided that
The enrollment in our Sunday School is the losers should get the dinner for the
42, although the average attendance is annual Sunday School Christmas party. The
somewhat less. The attendance in our church ladies are eagerly looking forward to the
service is better! than in our Sunday School, party!

Welland Mission, Welland, Ontario
We are indeed thankful for the help
and blessing of the Lord during this quarter.
July 3 to 14 we held our Daily Vacation
Bible School. We had an enrollment of
92; the average attendance was 60. We
feel the attendance was very good considering there were no children brought
in by any of the teachers this year. We
are thankful for the few parents that were
interested enough to provide transportation for their children. There were many
more children who said they would like to
come if they had a way. We knew it was
impossible to bring them all with only one
car and thought it best not to go either
north or south. There were 35 decisions
for Christ. Thirty on decision day and
we had the privilege of praying and dealday. We had our closing program Friday
evening at 7:30, with approximately 150
in attendance. The parents and friends
seemed grateful for the things the children had learned.
We had a very competent teaching staff
in the persons of Mrs. John Metier and
Mrs. Samuel Izett for the Beginners. Sr.
Rhoda Lehman taught the Primary Class.
Sr. June Byers of Chambersburg the
Juniors. We are indeed grateful to Sr.
Byers for giving of hen time and talent
to assist in this important work and
traveling so many miles at her own expense to fill a vacancy in our teaching
staff. Sr. Lois Heise of Markham taught
the Intermediates. It is this group where
our hardest discipline problems arise. We
felt the need of a trained teacher for this
class and are thankful for the way in
which she handled the class and its proglems.
We felt a definite need for instruction
and guidance for the boys and girls that
accepted Christ that they might grow and
develop in their Christian life. As a result
we started a Bible Hour the first of September. We meet Thursdays at 4:15 to
5:15 p.m. Twenty-three are enrolled. The
third week we gave an invitation and
fourteen came to the altar. Most of these
had been saved before but confessed they
had done wrong and wanted to know they
were saved. We were especially thankful
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for the first-timers. One of our older Sunday School boys for whom we had been
praying accepted Christ as his Saviour.
The work in general is encouraging. God
is working in our midst. We made 92
visits, entertained 101 overnight guests
and served 298 meals beside the 42 served
at Love Feast.
We solicit an interest in your prayers.

a man converted while serving time in the
Eastern State Penitentiary, Elder Isaac
Kanode and Elder Elwood Flewelling.
Singers were Evangelist John and Sister
Ruth Minsker from Mechanicsbung who
were a great blessing. 183 meals were
served by the young people.
Revival. Elder Elwood 'Flewelling labored with us in a special effort for souls May
7-21. The outstanding result of this meeting was the salvation of the oldest son of
one of our families here. He had lived a
life of deep sin and many prayers were
offered in his behalf. During this meeting
he was brought under deep conviction and
was wonderfully saved. He with our other
young people here need your earnest prayers that they may be kept and go on with
God.
Radio Meetings. One night services were
held by the Mission Staff in the following
churches: Clear Creek Mission, EightSquare Chapel, Mechanicsburg, Silverdale,
Spring Hope, Blandburg, and Hunlock
Creek, all Brethren in Christ churches in
Pennsylvania, the S t o v e n d a l e Camp
grounds, an interdenominational Camp and
the Hahnstown United Zion Church. Souls
sought the Lord in many of these places
and to Him be all the glory.
Two services were also held in the Hospital for Crippled Children in Elizabethtown. A short program was given in the
Graterford Bible School after which a fine
donation of food items and miscellaneous
gifts was presented to the Mission. This
was greatly appreciated.
Street Meetings. We were granted the
privilege again this summer of holding
street meetings every Saturday night beginning in May. This is one of the most
thrilling features of our summer work. Interest was good and many thousands heard
the Gospel but our desire is still to see
souls openly seeking God on the street.
There were 9,772 tracts and 911 papers
distributed during these meetings.
Tent Meeting. For the fourth year, the
tent was pitched at Jasper and Orleans
Streets, in the Kensington section of Philadelphia. God answered prayer and gave us
the most successful meeting of the four
years in several ways.
Except for a few stones and the contents of pea-shooters being poured on the
tent one night, and a number of unruly
teen-age boys and children, disturbances
were few. One large patch was added to
the top where some boys went through a
weak spot while climbing.
Elder John L. Rosenberry was the evangelist and Sisters Margaret Lehner and
Salinger of Newville, Pennsylvania, were
workers who put their best into the battle
and God was faithful in bringing souls to
the altar. Approximately fifteen sought
the Lord. Of these, six were young men
in their late teens and early twenties. A
mother and two sons sought God at the
altar for the first time. Many new contacts were made and greater interest was
shown by the people of the community
than in previous years.
Souls were prayed with in their homes
and on their doorsteps. One woman exclaimed, "How dare you say you know
you're ready for heaven right now!" Another hungry soul begged us to come back.
Attendance was good with the tent well
filled several nights. Onlookers stood outside watching1 curiously during the altar
services. Will you help us pray for the
souls in this area?

THIRD QUARTER FINANCIAL
Receipts
Balance on hand, July 1, 1950
$153.83
Hall Offerings
185.86
Brother and Sister Orla Heise
5.00
Brother and Sister Jesse Lehman
5.00
Emily Thompson
5.00
Sister Ruth Pye
5.00
Brother and Sister Calvin Sider
5.00
Brother and Sister Fred Climenhaga ....
1.00
Sister Abram Lehman
2.00
.Sister Helen Lehman
1.50
Brother and Sister Jesse Lehman
6.00
Sister Evelyn Oberholser
5.48
Brother and Sister Nelson Baer
5.00
Brother and Sister Melvin Lehman
5.00
Sister Jesse Lehman
5.00
Brother and Sister Jesse Winger
2.00
Sister E t t a Bowers
1.00
Brother and Sister Walter Reighard ....
5.00
Brother and Sister Earl Good
5.00
Brother Peter Steckley
5.00
Sister Vera Hilts
1.00
Brother John H y a t t
16.00
Brother George Procter
40.00
Brother and Sister Clarence Heise, Jr. 20.00
Sister Laura Thomas
1.00
Brother and Sister Lloyd Marr
10.00
Sister Alma Nigh
2.00
$503.67
Gain in United States Currency
5.34
Total Receipts

$509.01
Expenditures

Groceries, Sugar and F r u i t for
^Canning, etc
$ 81.70
Milk
9.60
Electric, gas and water
15.35
Telephone
13.55
Taxes
29-99
Advertising
2.24
Coal—4 tons
89.00
Car Expenses
33.50
Pastor's Gas
42.00
Speakers
4.50
Harvey Sheffer. Membership Tax
3.00
Varnish and Shellac
2.35
Miscellaneous
7.31
Maintenance Fund, 10% Hall Offerings 18.59
Total Expenditures
$352.68
Balance on hand, October 1, 1950
$156.33
We also wish to -express our thanks and
appreciation for the fruits, vegetables and
other provisions from the following persons:
Sr Erma Winger. Bro. and Sr. Walter Cloke,
Bro. Jesse Moore, Bro. John Mater. Mrs. Lewis
Tucker, Sr. Orland Teal, Joint Council. Bro.
and Sr. V. M. Pye. Bro. and Sr. Fred Oliirve.nh»c«. Friend of Mission. Bro. and Sr. Mi"1
Learn. Bro. and Sr. Levi Byer, Bro. Marshall
Winger, Bro. and Sr. Paul Comfort, and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Miller.

—V. Pauline Hess and Rhoda Lehman.
Philadelphia Mission, Philadelphia, Pa.
We are glad to report victory and progress during the last six months here at
Philadelphia. To God be all the glory for
things accomplished.
Members Received. Five persons were
received into church membershin in April.
Three of these were young peonle and one
elderly counlp who were received durinq- a
service in their home. The Lord has blessed these souls in this forward step they
have taken.
Youth Conference. Our 6th Annual Youth
Conference was held Ma" 4-7. Speakers
were Rev. Hubert Chalk. Weslyan Methodist prison worker, Brother James Tascoe,
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Bible School. Although our enrollment
of 96 was lower than last year, in discipline and results this year's Bible School
was the best we have had. The effort and
prayer put into the school by the fine staff
of teachers were repaid by an altar service
on the last day.
Offerings totaling $110.00 went toward
the purchase of a Sunday School Bus.
Sunday School. A special drive was put
on in the Sunday School during the month
of July to overcome the "summer slump"
experienced by many Sunday Schools. This
effort resulted in the following substantial
increase in average attendance for the
month: 1949-67.4; 1950-78.8. At the present writing, however, our Sunday School
is below the attendance of last yean
Through prayer and planning we are
attempting to find the cause and see the
Sunday School go forward. We want to
prais"e the Lord for an answer to prayer
for which a request has been mentioned in
these pages. Our teaching staff was often
insufficient in the past, but to a large
measure this has been overcome as the
Lord sent in those who are capable of
helping in this way.
Sunday School Bus. The Lord gave us
the privilege this summer of buying a
Sunday School Bus which fills an urgent
need in bringing children from neighboring sections of the city. Thirty children
can be comfortably seated in the bus. The
cost was $400.00 of which half has been
paid.
Remodeling Project. Beginning in June,
extensive remodeling has been in progress
on our Mission Home. The former dining
room and kitchen are being combined into
one large dining room and a new wing at
the rear provides a new kitchen on the
first floor and a study on the second. Most
of the labor and some material is being
donated and fine consideration has been
given by firms from whom material has
been purchased. Brethren from Silverdale,
Souderton and Rapho district have given
time toward the building. Gifts from Sunday Schools and individuals have been
deeply appreciated and caused the work
to progress to its present state.
The top coat of plaster is expected to
go on in the next few days. During the
renovation we have a comfortable place
and equipment in the basement for cooking, etc., which we are glad for.
Other Phases. 104 visits were made during this period, 44 anointings here in the
chapel and 10 handkerchiefs sent out. 600
pounds of produce were given to the needy
and approximately 150 pieces of clothing.
4.100 tracts were distributed in the shopping section of the city.
APRIL 1 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1950
Receipts
Church at large Receipts
Rev. Shingledecker
$ 1.00
Delores Olinger
5.00
Leon Herr
10.00
A Friend
,.
10.00
Rev. and Sr. John Rosenberry
21.75
A Friend
.j
1.00
Miriam Replogle
5.00
Rev. and Sr. Elwood Flewelling
(Renovation)
20.00
A Friend
..
50.00
Brother and Sister Mahlon F r y
(Renovation)
20.00
Brother and Sister Harold Echert
(Renovation)
:... .15.00
Sister Harold Hartman (Renovation) .. 20.00
Rev. and Sister Dale Ulery (Renovation) 100.00
Brother Adam Byers (Renovation)
100.00
Souderton Girls
5.50
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Pauline Blake
Friends
B r o t h e r and Sister Clyde L e h m a n
G r a n t h a m S u n d a y School
Sister R a y Rissinger
Brother and Sister Levi Nissly
R u t h Diehl
Brother and Sister Harold Siders
R e v . a n d Sr. W i l l i a m L e w i s
A Friend
Brother and Sister Ralph Musser
Roy Gingrich, J r
Brother and Sister Roy Gingrich
R e v . a n d Sr. R i c h a r d C. O d g e r s
Mt. P l e a s a n t S u n d a y S c h o o l
Brosey Family (Renovation)
Merle Clark
For Renovation
E m a n u e l C h a p e l S u n d a y School
Marjorie Bechtel
Brother and Sister Jacob Moyer
G i r l s f r o m Mt. P l e a s a n t
H e r m a n Noll
Rev. and Sister H e n r y Landis
D a i l y V a c a t i o n B i b l e School,
Manheim (Renovation)
Brother and Sister John Hensel
S u n n y s i d e B i b l e School ( R e n o v a t i o n ) ....
Brother and Sister Amos Bricker
Tithe
Total Receipts—Church at Large

2.00
B.00
1.00
57.90
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
-1.00
5.00
'1.00
15.00
13.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
1.7.70
-7.96
20.00
.7.00
3.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
$845.81

Local Church R e c e i p t s
Evelyn Bohland
Pennie Family
William Marshall
Brother and Sister Jacob Hess
A Friend (Renovation)
Brother and Sister John Holtry
E v a n g e l i s t i c Offerings
Mr. W i n t e r s
Sale of I r o n
J a m e s Tascoe
Henry Weilerman
A Friend (Renovation)
Emily Hunter (Renovation)
Ruth Peachy, board
T e n t M e e t i n g Offerings
L o v e Offering f o r E v a n g e l i s t
S i s t e r W i l l i a m R o s e n b e r r y , Sr
Mr. J o h n M y e r s
Virginia Kaufman, board
C h a p e l Offerings
Total Local Church Receipts
Total Receipts
S e p t e m b e r 30, 1950. Deficit

$

L00
2.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
195.30
5.00
13.79
7.50
10.00
13.00
5,00
35.00
.131.74
66.75
2.00
25.00
28.00
632.41

$1,228.49
2.074.30
109.85
$2,184.15

Expenditures

•

Deficit
$188.88
Bulletin Board Letters
1.40
W a t e r R e n t f o r 1949
1.52
Rev. David Gorman, speaker
10.00
R e v . E l w o o d F l e w e l l i n g , ' e v a n g e l i s t .... 195,30
Rev. William Lewis, speaker
11.47
t f a n v a s for Folding Cots
6.00
Fire Insurance
52;00
R e a l E s t a t e T a x e s ...'.
.
45.13
Blanche Light, missionary
5.00
R e v . G. T. B u s t i n , m i s s i o n a r y
12.02
R e v . J o h n R o s e n b e r r y , love offering
66.75
P e n n s y l v a n i a S t a t e H o m e M i s s i o n B o a r d 55.33
Baptismal Expenses
5.00
Household Expenses, 6 months
442.86
Coal
30.20
Telephone
55.34
G a s .-.-.
9.66
Electric
71.27
Car Expenses
54.97
R e n o v a t i o n of M i s s i o n H o m e
766.04
Revival Expenses
88.11
Miscellaneous
9.90
$2,184.15
—William

L.

a*s:

Rosenberry.
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A Visitor's Impression

December 11, 1950
thirty-one Navajo men and women, boys
and girls. They heard the message of God's
love and the way of Salvation preached
from the text of John 3:16; and unlike
many of us who have heard it so often, it
was the "Good News" to them. They listened with hunger and interest and hands
were raised for prayer at the close; and
one Navajo mother found the Lord as her
Saviour after the close!
Here I found a foreign mission work of
unlimited possibilities nestled right in the
back yard of the church! And the responsibility of the Church to this work is
tremendous! One cannot be there long until
you catch the vision of the spiritual, educational, and medical needs of the Navajo
Indians. They are a friendly and industrious
people, but they are a people who have been
sadly neglected by our government and by
the churches. The responsibility of our
Church to this Mission is one which I believe the Church will continue to assume
with an ever increasing response to its
growing needs. May God bless the Navajo
Mission Station and its fine staff of consecrated workers!
—Rev. Harold Paulus.

There is a story in the Bible about a
certain queen who, hearing of the splendor
and magnificence of a certain kingdom, resolved to go and see for herself. She went,
took a good look, and exclaimed, "The half
was not told me!" This is the way I feel
after visiting the Navajo Mission Station
in New Mexico.
Settled down upon the broad expanse of
the New Mexican desert, with nothing but
empty barrenness covered with sagebrush
to look at for miles in any direction, the
Mission compound presents to the visitor a
rather bleak picture of lonesome isolation.
But the visitor is not there long until he
finds that there is activity enough to keep
six busy workers on the constant go and
that that empty barrenness holds in its
bosom many, many needy souls — the
Navajo Indians! But the greatest discovery
is to find that God is there, calling these
needy souls, "Come unto Me, and I will
give you nest." And then your soul gets
blessed and your heart is touched and
softened as you actually see them come
and drink in the message of salvation and
see them accept our blessed Saviour as
The Promised Land
their Saviour, too! And before you know
it, you are in love with the place! I was at
"The Lord is King for ever and ever: the
the Navajo Mission a few days the first heathen are perished out of his land."
week of school. I saw the Navajos come (Psalm 10:16). "The heathen are perished
to the Mission at any or all hours of the
day, dressed in their colorful costume, and .out of his land" is the phrase to which I
driving their teams hitched to their canvas- should like to briefly call your attention.
covered wagons. They came to bring their Does this mean that all who will refuse to
children to srhool; or to take them home accept the Lord Jesus Christ as their perfor the week-end; or to inquire about the sonal Savioun or who will never hear the
school; or for medical aid; but the biggest story of Jesus shall die a premature death
thrill was to see them coming in for the on the earth? No, my dear friend, this
startling statement, that "the heathen are
service on Sunday afternoon!
perished," is a positive statement and thereI was with Brother Sehmucker and the fore precludes this possibility. How is it
other workers as they talked to the Navajos possible that the heathen are perished out
about the school. I heard them as they of his land?
Because this is Satan's world, we as
talked of having to turn some children
away because of lack of schoolroom facili- Christians are only passing through, as pilties. I saw the nurse, Sister Ensminger, as grims and strangers, journeying to the land
she dressed a little baby's burned hand and of promise. But we are also ambassadors
as she attended to the medical needs of fnx Christ, erivovs to the heathen, to bring
others. I saw her take a week-old baby them to Christ. If we in this present devilfrom a mother who had no knowledge of filled world fail in our responsibility to the
sanitation, take its dirty rags off and bathe heathen, then thev are perished from the
land of promise, which also is his land by'
it and dress it in clean clothes.
promise. The promise is to whosoever, none
- I visited the schoolroom and told the eycented. Therefore, the heathen are Perishboys and girls a simple little story and told ed out of his land because of three reasons:
them of Jesus. I watched Brother and Sis- (l"! bv reiectinor Jesus Christ, (2) Someone
ter Ensminger as they acted "Pop" and refused to answer the call as a mission a rv,
"Mom" to the children before and after CSt Sowieone failed to support financially
school hours. And I visited Sister Rosa in in suffi"ipnt oupnt'tv those who have been
her kitchen and watched as the children sent. L°t ns sin^erelv f»ce the question:
were fed. I helped Brother Isaac on the T J " T £ » T l^^r*4- T.li-} p V i n r r r p r r i v p n »v*o9
boys' hogan and restored a broken window
Isaac L. Sehmucker, Bloomfield. N. Mex.
pane in the schoolroom! We took a trip to
Parmington, 45 miles away. In the front
seat of the borrowed station wagon was
The Old Fashioned Minister
the nurse, myself and Brother Isaac; in the
second seat were three Navajo women—a
The old-fashioned type of minister is
mother, her daughter, and an interpreter;
and in back of them we carried a live lamb! fast passing;. The olden type was that of
We took the Navaios and the nurse to the a man with a message. He was a preacher,
doctor's office, the lamb went to the locker
plant to be slaughtered, and Isaac and I a spokesman, an ambassador. He urged
went shopping for the Mission supplies. men to repentance for sin. to belief in the
This is just a small sample of the various mediatorial work of Christ, to holiness of •
activities of the Mission workers.
life. He was a witness. His message was
But the real underlying purpose of the the Word, his plea the mercv of God in
Mission for the Navajo Indians was re- Christ, his warning the wrath of God avealed on Sundav afternoon, when it was gainst sin. A statement from the Word was
my blessed privilege to preach, through the end of all controversy. Under such a
Ruby — the Navaio jewel whom God has ministry men both trembled and believed.
given to the Mission—as interpreter, to
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The Gift That Keeps on Giving
(Continued from page four)
come". 3. Baptizes—"For by one Spirit
are we all baptized into one body". 4.
Seals—"And grieve not the Holy Spirit of
God, whereby ye are sealed unto the day
of redemption" .5. Guides-"Howbeit when
he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will
guide you into all truth". 6. Empowers—
"But ye shall receive power after that the
Holy Ghost is come upon you". 7. Fills—
"And be not drunk with wine,, wherein is
excess; but be filled with the Spirit".
Tha symbols representing the Holy
Spirit are interesting too. 1. Fire. It melts
together and welds together. Purifies by
burning out the dross. Results?
Unity.
One mind, one heart and of one soul. 2.
Oil. It has many uses, but chiefly to
prevent friction. Let us use more "Oil."
It works well in homes, churches, schools
and nations. Unlimited supply available
for all true believers. 3. Dove, Gentleness and Meekness—both fruits of the
Spirit. Also the dove soars and perches
above the earth. A beautiful type of the
spiritual.
4. Wind. "Air", "Breath".
The Pneuma. The everywhere presence of
the Holy Spirit. His omniscience. Distance, space, altitude, nor depths are barriers to the presence of the Spirit
5.
Water. "Except a man be born of water
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God. "That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of
water by the word". "By the washing of
regeneration and renewing of the Holy
Ghost."
Some of the out-standing designations of
the Spirit are:—
The Spirit of promise.
The Spirit of truth.
The Spirit of holiness.
The Spirit of judgment.
The Spirit of adoption.
The Spirit of life in Christ Jesus,
The Spirit of power.
The Spirit fo wisdom.
The Spirit of grace.
Let us not be satisfied until we have received the GIFT THAT KEEPS ON
GIVING.

A Velvet Cross?
(Continued from page five)
pelled from membership in the societies
those who would not conform to holy
practice in their daily life and relationship.
The renunciation of the cheap and unworthy in the world about them paid off.
People who believed in the genuine came
to believe in them. Wesley's demands may
have been extreme but the results were
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most salutary. They drew a line between
Christian living and doubtful practice.
They lived on the Christian side of that
line. They prided themselves in being a
peculiar people. "We grew to gianthood
under that discipline".
Then, about the beginning of the twentieth century the leaders began to have a
new philosophy—(they began
putting
velvet on the Cross.)
They said, "We
must accommodate ourselves" to the conditions under which we live." Instead of demanding that people live up to certain
standards of conduct, they began to waver
. . . and accommodate their demands to the
people about them . . . "We will lose the
people unless we adapt ourselves to them.''
Forty years ago there were but trickling
streams of worldliness, it is a muddy torrent at flood tide, rolling onward to the
complete undermining and destruction of
spirituality, influence, and usefulness on
the part of hundreds of thousands and possibly millions of our people. "I fear," said
WVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVWVV'r'fVVVVVVV

Christmas-Tide Musings
H. S. Brinser
Ne'er old the precious story grows,
For aye its essence new;
The everlasting ever glows;
That ever lives that's true:

More than a star to us today:
He guides, directs, observes;
Our cares, our sorrows He'll allay,
From justice ne'er HE swerves.
Altho from earth's foundation HE,
Who helped the earth to plan,
Through Father God's all wise decree
Was sent to rescue man.
From Throne to Manger HE came then
By way of humail' forrh^
And up HE grew as man with men
To touch the ones forlorn.
From His Omnipotence we claim
The power we so much need;
From His Omniscience, too we gain
The wisdom for life's creed.

Noel! Noel! Our King
Immanuel!
Himself the Eternal
MIRACLE:
God's Gift to us, Our gift to HIM
The salvaged life, through HIM,

one bishop, "that we have more people
playing bridge . . . engaged in social drinking, and dancing on Wednesday, and Sunday evenings than we have in God's House,
engaged in worship." With them it began
as a way of a "velvet cross" and now it as
a way with no cross at all.
Savorless Salt is

Worthless

It is a sad fact when a "soul saving Gospel" is lost from the message that once
taught men the way of "cleansing from all
filthiness of flesh and "spirit" but sadder
still is contemplation of the depths to
which such messengers may fall. Listen:
"We began to march eight million strong,
and our boast was like the roar of
Niagara. It was then that Pentecost faded
as the mists, and the mighty revivals of
centuries, in which we led the giants, became a kind of fairy tale that occasionally
we told our children . . . We forgot where
the room was located and the street and
number where the fire fell . . . Now, we're
a cheap socialist outfit . . . We are not getting people saved anymore. We are educating and cultivating them . . . We are out
rebuilding the world . . . bringing in the
kingdom of God." But the emblem of His
kingdom is the Cross and the attitude toward that is so much like the attitude of a
certain ideology across the sea that men
see "red," but not the "blood of Christ" in
their message.
Would Peter say, " . . . it had been better for them not to have known the way of
righteousness, than after they have known
it, fo turn from the holy commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, the
dog is returned to his vomit again; and the
sow that was washed to her wallowing in
the mire."? (II Peter 2:22,23)

The star that three wise seekers led,
Their gaze was fixed thereon;
Today our lives are spirit-sped
By Him, God's precious SON.

His Omnipresence e'er may feel
Through buoyancy of heart;
The Christmas through our healthful
Will ne'er from us depart.
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This writer adds a timely observation:" '
. . . we should also consider the fact that
the small sects that are today recognized
as the fastest growing religious movements
of our generation are also strict in their
demands upon their people. The day when
Christians are known by their willingness
to make sacrifices and surrender the pleasure of the world about them is still upon
us. Men still judge us by our daily walk
and conversation."
What Shall We Say Then?
This is the day when it appears that God
is doing His utmost to bring about the
greatest revival of all time. It may be
and most likely is, the last time. Just what
part is our church playing in this great
movement? Are there evidences of spiritual awakening in our communities? There
is deep concern on the part of many lest
we fail God in this hour. There are many
leaders seriously praying God to show us
if there are adaptations we could and
should make in order to be found faithfully occupying until He comes. We do need
to be led of God's spirit, lest, if, and when
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we do adapt, we adopt a "velvet cross." To
do so will be to lose the priceless treasure
of full and complete salvation without
which our message becomes useless. The
times require united prayer.
,,
Whatever else we do, it is vital that we
keep clear a vision of "The old rugged
Cross . . . on which Jesus suffered and died
to pardon and sanctify . . . '
May at
least part of our prayer b e :
"From subtle love of softening things,,
From easy choices, weakenings;
(Not thus are spirits fortified,
Not this way went the Crucified),
From all that dims Thy Calvary,
0 Lamb of God, deliver me."

Upland, Calif.
Holiness In The Home
(Continued from page six)
may express itself in a lack of appreciation for the weaker vessel. It does not
cost much to praise her occasionally for
her good cooking or tidy housekeeping.
Some husbands seem to think that she will
cook better if they criticize a little. You
would not be committing the unpardonable
sin by volunteering to dry the dishes once
in a while, or by offering to help' with
some of the other work in the home. Selfishness is another expression of inconsideration. Are you more interested in
getting things for your own pleasure than
for your wife's pleasure?
Your wife
would have more confidence in your holiness if you were a little more considerate
around home.
In Col. 3:21 we read the father's duties
toward his children. Parents are not to
abuse their authority over their children.
Sometimes bitter words are used, unreasonable commands are given, and immoderate correction is administered. This
does not mean that parents should no:
maintain their just authority over them.
But they should deal lovingly with them
lest they get provoked and discouraged.
Col. 3:20 gives us the children's place
in the home. Under the law a child who
was disobedient to his parents was stoned
by all the congregation. It was a serious
offence. The Apostle Paul mentions "disobedience to parents" as one of the conditions to be in existence during the last
days.
Diligence
"But if any provide not for his own, and
specially for those of his own house, he
hath denied the faith, and is worse than an
infidel". I Timothy 5:8. Does this mean
that God is interested in how diligent we
are in supporting our family?
Reread
the verse and notice the strong language
in the last two phrases. Negligence and
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holiness do not go together. Laziness and
holiness cannot abide under the same roof.
Diligence and industry is another fruit of
holiness in the home.
Yes, I believe that the need today is not
a big profession away from home but also
a big profession at home. One of the best
things about the experience of holiness is
that it works at home.

sideration of the conference, were: Nonresistance and the Gospel, by J. B. Toews
and J. C. Wenger; The Disciple of Christ
and the State, by Guy F. Hershbergen and
Robert S. Kreider; Nonresistance and the
Socfal Order, by J. Winfield Fretz and Noah
Good; What About the Noncombatant Position?, by Melvin Gingerich and J. G.
Rempel; Our Peace Witness to Christendom, by C. N. Hostetter, Jr., and Paul
Peachey; Nonresistance and Communism,
by Don E. Smucker; CPS and ASW—Past
and Future, by H. A. Fast and J. Harold
Sheik; and Nonresistance and Missions, by
S. F. Pannabecker and J. D. Graber.
The purpose of the conference had its
origin to some degree in the Detroit Conference on the Church and War, held in
May, 1950. There it was felt by some of
the Mennonite delegates that perhaps a
more, thorough study on the total implications of Nonresistance in this day might
enable a richer witness both within and
beyond the brotherhood.
A spirit of deep, prayerful searching
characterized the sessions. Nonresistance
was seen more clearly as something very
basic and far-reaching in Christian experience and life. Failures in the past were
analyzed, with challenge to press on toward
new goals in commitment and witness. Although differences in emphasis were seen,
the delegates saw anew the inter-relations
among the churches, and the imperative of
a unified peace witness.
A Conference Message was adopted reaffirming and strengthening the united commitment to this life of love in Christ. This
declaration is addressed primarily to the
brotherhood, but should likewise serve as a
means of witness in a wider outreach.

News Notes
Food Parcels Not Encouraged
Recent word from Paraguay indicates
that an increasing number of food parcels
are being sent from relatives in North
America to Mennonite colonists in Paraguay. There are several implications in this
which should be made known to those who
use this method of assistance.
First, the desire to help the colonists is
very commendable and worthy, and strongly encouraged. It should be a normal response in view of oun abundance of material and spiritual blessings.
However, there is serious question as to
the wisdom of using the food parcel method
of giving help. There are stringent customs
regulations controlling the import of such
parcels into Paraguay, and it is necessary
for workers to go to the Bank of Paraguay
to secure special permission fon each individual parcel, which process usually requires more in time and expense than the
value of the parcel would warrant.
Furthermore, products such as flour, fats,
and sugar are available on the Paraguayan
market at prices as low as, and in some
cases lower than those in North America.
Workers on the field have, therefore,
strongly urged against the use of this more
expensive way of helping the colonists.
Mennonites Hold Peace Study Conference
A Peace Conference of unique character
was held in the Westminster Hotel, Winona
Lake, Indiana, on November 9 to 12.
Virtually all of the Mennonite and Brethren in Christ church groups in the United
States and Canada as well as many Mennonite colleges and other institutions of the
church, were represented by a total of 85
delegates, each group having chosen its
delegation. T h e r e were delegates from
eleven states and five provinces.
The Conference, sponsored by the Mennonite Central Committee Peace Section, followed a pattern of organization in which
Study Papers were circulated in advance,
addresses were given, discussions were held
in small groups and in plenary sessions,
and opinions were summarized.
The Study Papers were a particularly
helpful resource, enabling delegates to come
to grips with the basic issues of the Conference before the subjects were brought
before the sessions.
The titles, of the Study Papers, which
also corresponded to the subjects for con-
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Winter Comes to Japan
The approaching cold weather has its
temporary influence on the relief work in
Japan. -Women use the sewing classes to
prepare needed clothing. In some instances, however, the persons who would
come to sewing or other classes, must be
absent to repair walls, windows or roofs
of their houses. These are often the poor
people, who also have urgent need for
clothing. The damage from the typhoon
of several months ago has not yet been
fully repaired, so the colder weather increases the problem for these people.
U. S. Sponsors Needed for DPs
A number of non-Mennonite DP families are able to come from Germany to the
United States, provided sponsors can be
found for them. These are people who
during and after the war fled from the
Ukraine, Poland, or other countries of
Central Europe. The MCC has undertaken
to find homes for some of these families,
since so few Mennonite DPs are able to
come to the United States. Sponsors need
to provide housing and employment to the
DPs. Anyone desiring to serve one of
these families in this way, write to the
Mennonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa.,
for details.
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